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Iterative phase estimation has long been used in quantum computing to estimate Hamiltonian
eigenvalues. This is done by applying many repetitions of the same fundamental simulation circuit
to an initial state, and using statistical inference to glean estimates of the eigenvalues from the
resulting data. Here, we show a generalization of this framework where each of the steps in the
simulation uses a different Hamiltonian. This allows the precision of the Hamiltonian to be changed
as the phase estimation precision increases. Additionally, through the use of importance sampling,
we can exploit knowledge about the ground state to decide how frequently each Hamiltonian term
should appear in the evolution, and minimize the variance of our estimate. We rigorously show,
if the Hamiltonian is gapped and the sample variance in the ground state expectation values of
the Hamiltonian terms sufficiently small, that this process has a negligible impact on the resultant
estimate and the success probability for phase estimation. We demonstrate this process numerically
for two chemical Hamiltonians, and observe substantial reductions in the number of terms in the
Hamiltonian; in one case, we even observe a reduction in the number of qubits needed for the
simulation. Our results are agnostic to the particular simulation algorithm, and we expect these
methods to be applicable to a range of approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
Not all Hamiltonian terms are created equally in quantum simulation. Hamiltonians that naturally arise from
chemistry [1–3], materials [4] and other applications [5] are often composed of terms that are negligibly small. These
terms are culled from the Hamiltonian well before it reaches the simulator. Other terms that are formally present
in the Hamiltonian are removed, not because of their norm, but rather because they are not expected to impact
quantities of interest. For example, in quantum chemistry, one usually selects an active space of orbitals and excludes
orbitals outside the active space [6]. This causes many large terms to be omitted from the Hamiltonian.
This process often involves systematically removing terms from the Hamiltonian and simulating the dynamics. The
idea behind such a scheme is to remove terms in the Hamiltonian until the maximum shift allowed in the eigenvalues
is comparable to the level of precision needed. For the case of chemistry, chemical accuracy sets a natural accuracy
threshold for such simulations [7], but in general this precision requirement need not be viewed as a constant [8].
The principal insight of this work is that in iterative phase estimation the number of terms taken in the Hamiltonian
should ideally not be held constant. The reason why is that the high-order bits are mostly irrelevant when one is
trying to learn, for example, a given bit of a binary expansion of the eigenphase. A much lower accuracy simulation
can be tolerated than it can when learning a high-order bit. It then makes sense to adapt the number of terms in the
Hamiltonian as iterative phase estimation proceeds through the bits of the phase estimation. Our work proposes a
systematic method for removing terms, and provides formal proofs that such processes need not dramatically affect
the results of phase estimation nor its success probability.
The core idea behind our procedure is that we use a form of importance sampling to estimate, a priori, which terms
in the Hamiltonian are significant, and from this generate randomized Hamiltonians which approximate the true one.
These randomized Hamiltonians are used within a simulation circuit to prepare approximate ground states. We then
show, using analysis reminiscent of that behind the Zeno effect or the quantum adiabatic theorem, that the errors in
the eigenstate prepared at each round of phase estimation need not have a substantial impact on the posterior mean
of the eigenphase estimated for the true Hamiltonian. This shows, under appropriate assumptions on the eigenvalue
gaps, that this process can be used to reduce the time complexity of simulation; under some circumstances, even the
space complexity may be reduced by identifying qubits that are not needed for the level of precision required of the
simulation.
We proceed by first reviewing iterative phase estimation and Bayesian inference, which we use to quantify the
maximal error in the inference of the phase. In the appendices, we examine the effect of using a stochastic Hamiltonian
on the eigenphases yielded by phase estimation in the simple case where a fixed, but random, Hamiltonian is used
at each step of iterative phase estimation. Using this result, we generalize to the more complicated case where each
repetition of e−iHt in the iterative phase estimation circuit is implemented with a different random Hamiltonian. We
end the theoretical analysis by showing how randomly sampling the Hamiltonians according to physically motivated
importance functions can help to minimize the variance in the estimated phase. We hope this randomization may be
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FIG. 1. Quantum circuit for performing iterative phase estimation. M is the number of repetitions (not necessarily an integer)
of the controlled unitary U , and θ is a phase offset between the ancilla |0〉 and |1〉 states. Rz(ϕ) = exp(−iϕZ/2) for the Pauli
operator Z, and H is the Hadamard gate.
applicable in other similar schemes which reduce the cost by reducing the number of simulated terms e−iHj∆t rather
than the number of terms Hj in the Hamiltonian itself [9, 10]. We further show in the appendices that the success
probability is not degraded substantially if the eigenvalue gaps of the original Hamiltonian are sufficiently large. We
end the paper by showing numerical examples of this sampling procedure, and from that conclude that our sampling
process for the Hamiltonian can have a substantial impact on the number of terms in the Hamiltonian, and even in
some cases the number of qubits used in the simulation.
II. ITERATIVE PHASE ESTIMATION
The idea behind iterative phase estimation is simple. We aim to build a quantum circuit that acts as an interferom-
eter wherein the unitary we wish to probe is applied in one of the two branches but not the other. When the quantum
state is allowed to interfere with itself at the end of the protocol, the interference pattern reveals the eigenphase. This
process allows the eigenvalues of U to be estimated within the standard quantum limit, i.e. Θ(1/2) applications of
U are needed to estimate the phase within error . If the quantum state is allowed to pass repeatedly through the
interferometer circuit, or entangled inputs are used, then this scaling can be reduced to the Heisenberg limit Θ(1/)
[11–13]. Such a circuit is shown in Figure 1.
The phase estimation circuit is easy to analyze in the case where U |ψ〉 = eiφ |ψ〉. If U is repeated M times, and θ
is a phase offset, then the likelihood of a given measurement outcome o ∈ {0, 1} for the circuit in Figure 1 is
Pr(o|φ;M, θ) = 1 + (−1)
o cos(M(φ− θ))
2
. (1)
There are many free parameters that can be used when designing iterative phase estimation experiments. In
particular, the rules for generating M and θ for each experiment vary radically along with the methods used to
process the data from these experiments. Approaches such as Kitaev’s phase estimation algorithm [14], robust phase
estimation [15], information theory phase estimation [16], or any number of approximate Bayesian methods [17, 18],
provide good heuristics for picking these parameters. In this work we do not wish to specify to any of these methods
for choosing experiments, nor do we wish to focus on the specific data processing methods used. Nevertheless, we
rely on Bayesian methods to discuss the impact that randomizing the Hamiltonian can have on an estimate of the
eigenphase.
Bayes’ theorem can be interpreted as giving the correct way to update beliefs about some fact given a set of
experimental evidence and prior beliefs. The initial beliefs of the experimentalist are encoded by a prior distribution
Pr(φ). In many cases it is enough to set Pr(φ) to be a uniform distribution on [0, 2pi) to represent minimal assumptions
about the eigenphase. However, in quantum simulation broader priors can be chosen if each step in phase estimation
uses Uj = e
−iHtj and obeys Uj |ψ〉 = e−iE0tj |ψ〉 for different tj , since such experiments can learn E0 as opposed to
experiments with a fixed t which yield φ = E0t mod 2pi.
Bayes’ theorem then gives the posterior distribution Pr(φ|o;φ,M) as
Pr(φ|o;M, θ) = Pr(o|φ;M, θ) Pr(φ)∫
Pr(o|φ;M, θ) Pr(φ) dφ. (2)
Given a complete data set (~o, ~M, ~θ) rather than a single datum, we have that
Pr(φ|~o; ~M, ~θ) =
∏
j Pr(oj |φ;Mj , θj) Pr(φ)∫ ∏
j Pr(oj |φ;Mj , θj) Pr(φ) dφ
. (3)
This probability distribution encodes the experimentalist’s entire state of knowledge about φ given that the data is
processed optimally.
3It is not customary to return the posterior distribution (or an approximation thereof) as output from a phase
estimation protocol. Instead, a point estimate for φ is given. The most frequently used estimate is the maximum
a posteriori (MAP) estimate, the φ with the maximum probability. While this quantity has a nice operational
interpretation, it suffers from several shortcomings for our purposes. The main drawback here is that the MAP
estimate is not robust, in the sense that if two different values of φ have comparable likelihoods, then small errors in
the likelihood can lead to radical shifts in the MAP estimate. The posterior mean,
∫
Pr(φ|~o; ~M, ~θ)φdφ, is a better
estimate for this purpose, as it minimizes the mean squared error in any unbiased estimate of φ. It also has the
property that it is robust to small perturbations in the likelihood—we will make use of this feature we to estimate
the impact of our randomization procedure on the results of a phase estimation experiment.
III. RESULTS
Our main result is a proof that the Hamiltonian used in iterative phase estimation can be randomized in between
steps of iterative phase estimation. This allows the user to employ heuristics to adaptively change the Hamiltonian
as the precision increases, while also potentially reducing the number of terms used within a step of time evolution.
The idea for our procedure is that, rather than applying the controlled unitary U generated by the true Hamiltonian
M times, we instead randomly generate a sequence of M different Hamiltonians {Hk}Mk=1, and apply the controlled
unitary operators defined by this sequence of randomized Hamiltonians in the phase estimation circuit. The key
quantity that we need to bound is the difference between the posterior mean that occurs due to randomizing the
terms in the Hamiltonians. Note that we have not at this point specified a particular randomization scheme: our
bound does not depend on it, except as the particular randomization scheme determines the minimum ground state
gap of any of the generated Hamiltonian in the sequence and the maximum difference between any two consecutive
Hamiltonians. We show this below, before elaborating on the randomization approach we use.
Theorem 1. Consider a sequence of Hamiltonians {Hk}Mk=1, M > 1. Let γ be the minimum gap between the ground
and first excited energies of any of the Hamiltonians, γ = mink(E
k
1 −Ek0 ). Similarly, let λ = maxk ‖Hk−Hk−1‖ be the
maximum difference between any two Hamiltonians in the sequence. The maximum error in the estimated eigenphases
of the unitary found by the products of these M Hamiltonians is at most
|φest − φtrue| ≤ 2Mλ
2
(γ − 2λ)2 ,
with a probability of failure of at most  provided that
λ
γ
<
√
1− exp
(
log(1− )
M − 1
)
.
The proof is contained in Appendix D. From this perspective, our randomization process can be seen as a generalized
form of the term-elimination processes employed in previous quantum chemistry simulation work. The fundamental
idea behind our approach to eliminating Hamiltonian terms is importance sampling. This approach has already seen
great use in coalescing [19, 20], but we use it slightly differently here. The idea behind importance sampling is to
reduce the variance in the mean of a quantity by reweighting the sum. Specifically, we can write the mean of N
numbers F (j) as
1
N
∑
j
F (j) =
∑
j
f(j)
F (j)
Nf(j)
, (4)
where f(j) is the importance assigned to a given term. This shows that we can view the initial unweighted average
as the average of a reweighted quantity xj/(Nf(j)). While this does not have an impact on the mean of xj , it can
dramatically reduce the sample variance of the mean and thus is widely used in statistics to provide more accurate
estimates of means. This motivates our approach to constructing sampled Hamiltonians: for a Hamiltonian given as
a sum of terms H =
∑
j Hj , we assign to each term Hj a (normalized) importance f(j). We then randomly construct
the sequence of Hamiltonians Hk as a sum of N terms,
Hk =
1
N
N∑
i=1
H`i , (5)
4where each H`i = Hj/f(j) in the sum is sampled randomly independently from the different terms in the original
Hamiltonian with probability given by the importance f(j). The mean of each Hk is H. However, in (for example)
Trotter-Suzuki-based simulation, the complexity depends on the number of terms [20]: the Hamiltonians generated
in this way can have at most as many unique terms (different Pauli strings) as the original Hamiltonian but in many
cases will have fewer. Returning to importance sampling, the optimal importance function to take is f(j) ∝ |xj |: in
such cases, it is straightforward to see that the variance of the resulting distribution is in fact zero if the sign of the
xj is constant. A short calculation shows that this optimal variance is
Vfopt = (E(|F |))2 − (E(F ))2. (6)
The optimal variance in Eq. (6) is in fact zero if the sign of the numbers is constant. While this may seem surprising,
it becomes less mysterious by noting that in order to compute the optimal importance function one needs the ensemble
mean one seeks to estimate. This would defeat the purpose of importance sampling in most cases. Thus, if we want
to glean an advantage from importance sampling for Hamiltonian simulation, it is important to show that we can use
it even with an inexact importance function that can be, for example, computed efficiently using a classical computer.
We show this robustness holds below.
Lemma 2. Let F : ZN 7→ R and let F˜ : ZN 7→ R be a function such that for all j, |F˜ (j)| − |F (j)| = δj with
|δj | ≤ |F (j)|/2. The variance from estimating E(F ) using an importance function f(j) = |F˜ (j)|/
∑
k |F˜ (k)| is
Vf (F ) ≤ 4
N2
(∑
k
|δk|
)∑
j
|F (j)|
+ Vfopt(F ).
We include the proof of this lemma in Appendix E. This bound is tight in the sense that as maxk |δk| → 0 the
upper bound on the variance converges to (E(|F |))2 − (E(F ))2 which is the optimal attainable variance. The key
point this shows is that if an inexact importance function is used, then the variance varies smoothly with the error in
the function.
In applications such as quantum chemistry simulation, our goal is to minimize the variance in Lemma 2. Then,
this minimum variance can in principle be attained by choosing f(j) ∝ | 〈ψ|Hj |ψ〉 | for the term Hj in the original
Hamiltonian H =
∑
j Hj , where |ψ〉 is the eigenstate of interest. However, the task of computing this is at least as hard
as solving the original eigenvalue estimation problem. The natural approach is to take inspiration from Lemma 2, and
instead approximate the ideal importance function by taking f(j) ∝ |〈ψ˜|Hj |ψ˜〉|, where |ψ˜〉 is an efficiently computable
ansatz state from e.g. truncated configuration interaction methods [6]. In practice, however, the importance of a given
term may not be entirely predicted by the ansatz prediction. In this case, we can instead use a hedging strategy where
for some ρ ∈ [0, 1], f(j) ∝ (1 − ρ)〈Hj〉 + ρ‖Hj‖. (The ρ = 1 case is more comparable to recent work by Campbell
[10], though our approach reduces the cost of simulation by changing the Hamiltonian itself rather than randomizing
the order in which terms are simulated as in that work; we hope that the importance sampling ideas discussed here
may find application within or alongside that method.) This strategy allows us to smoothly interpolate between
importance dictated by the magnitude of the Hamiltonian terms as well as the expectation value in the surrogate for
the ground state.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Our work has shown that it is possible to use iterative phase estimation using a randomized Hamiltonian, but
we have not discussed how effective this is in practice. We consider two examples of diatomic molecules, dilithium
(Figure 2) and hydrogen chloride (Figure 3). In both cases, the molecules are prepared in a minimal STO-3G basis,
and we use states found by variationally minimizing the ground state energy over all states within two excitations
from the Hartree-Fock state (configuration interaction singles and doubles, or CISD) [6]. We then randomly sample
varying numbers of Hamiltonians terms for varying values of ρ, with the expectation value in the importance function
f(j) ∝ (1 − ρ)〈Hj〉 + ρ‖Hj‖ is taken with respect to the CISD state. We examine several quantities of interest,
including the average ground state energy, the variance in the ground state energies, and the average number of terms
in the Hamiltonian. Interestingly, we also look at the number of qubits present in the model. This can vary because
some randomly sampled Hamiltonians will actually choose terms in the Hamiltonian that do not couple with the
remainder of the system. In these cases, the number of qubits required to represent the state can in fact be lower
than the total number that would be ordinarily required.
We see in Figure 2 and Figure 3 that the estimates of the ground state energy vary significantly with the degree of
hedging used. We find that if ρ = 1 then regardless of the number of samples used in constructing the Hamiltonians
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FIG. 2. (a) Average ground energy shift (compared to unsampled Hamiltonian), (b) variance in ground energies over sampled
Hamiltonians, (c) average qubit requirement, and (d) average number of terms in sampled Hamiltonians for Li2, as a function
of number of samples taken to generate the Hamiltonian and the value of the parameter ρ. A term in the Hamiltonian Hα is
sampled with probability pα ∝ (1− ρ)〈Hα〉+ ρ‖Hα‖, where the expectation value is taken with the CISD state. 100 sampled
Hamiltonians were randomly generated and numerically diagonalized for each data point.
that we have a very large variance in the ground state energy, as expected since importance sampling has very little
impact in that case. Conversely, we find that if we take ρ = 0 we maximally privilege the importance of Hamiltonian
terms from the CISD state. This leads to very concise models but with shifts in ground state energies that are on
the order of 1 Hartree (Ha) for even 107 randomly selected terms (some of which may be duplicates). If we instead
use a modest amount of hedging (ρ = 2× 10−5) then we notice that the shift in the ground state energy is minimized
assuming that a shift in energy of 10% of chemical accuracy or 0.1 mHa is acceptable for Hamiltonian truncation error.
For dilithium, this represents a 30% reduction in the number of terms in the Hamiltonian; on the other hand, for
hydrogen chloride, this reduces the number of terms in the Hamiltonian by a factor of 3. Since the cost of a Trotter-
Suzuki simulation of chemistry scales super-linearly with the number of terms in the Hamiltonian this constitutes a
substantial reduction in the complexity.
We also note that for the case of dilithium, the number of qubits needed to perform the simulation varied over
the different runs. By contrast hydrogen chloride showed no such behavior. This difference arises from the fact that
dilithium requires six electrons that reside in 20 spin orbitals. Hydrogen chloride consists of eighteen electrons again
in 20 spin orbitals. As a result, nearly every spin orbital will be relevant in that which explains why the number of
spin orbitals needed to express dilithium to a fixed degree of precision changes whereas it does not for HCl. This
illustrates that our randomization procedure can be used to help select an active space for a simulation on the fly as
the precision needed in the Hamiltonian increases through a phase estimation procedure.
V. CONCLUSION
This work has shown that iterative phase estimation is more flexible than may previously have been thought,
and that the number of terms in the Hamiltonian be randomized at each step of iterative phase estimation without
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FIG. 3. (a) Average ground energy shift (compared to unsampled Hamiltonian), (b) variance in ground energies over sampled
Hamiltonians, and (c) average number of terms in sampled Hamiltonians for HCl, as a function of number of samples taken
to generate the Hamiltonian and the value of the parameter ρ. A term in the Hamiltonian Hα is sampled with probability
pα ∝ (1−ρ)〈Hα〉+ρ‖Hα‖, where the expectation value is taken with the CISD state. 100 sampled Hamiltonians were randomly
generated and numerically diagonalized for each data point. Here, no reduction in qubit requirement is possible even for very
small numbers of sampled terms; we do not display the corresponding plot.
substantially contributing to the underlying variance of an unbiased estimator of the eigenphase. We further show
numerically that by using such strategies for subsampling the Hamiltonian terms, that we can perform a simulation
using fewer Hamiltonian terms than traditional approaches require. These reductions in the number of terms directly
impact the complexity of Trotter-Suzuki-based simulation and indirectly impact qubitization and truncated Taylor
series simulation methods [21, 22] because they also reduce the 1-norm of the vector of Hamiltonian terms. The
simpler idea of using a sampled Hamiltonian with fewer terms (without using it in phase estimation) could also lead
to improvements for variational algorithms [23]; to our knowledge this direction has not been explored.
Now that we have shown that iterative phase estimation can be applied using a randomized Hamiltonian, a number
of options arise for future work. While we looked at using CISD states to compute the importance of terms in the
Hamiltonian, other methods can also be used such as coupled cluster ansatzes [6]. Additionally, machine learning
algorithms could be used to find more sophisticated importance functionals than the hedged functions that we con-
sidered. More broadly, these methods could potentially be used with other approaches such as coalescing to further
reduce the number of terms present in the Hamiltonian. A systematic study of this may reveal a generalized method
for reducing the cost of simulation that incorporates not just methods to reduce the number of Hamiltonian terms
but more generic structural optimizations to the Hamiltonian as well.
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Appendix A: Errors in likelihood function
1. Subsampling Hamiltonians
We first consider the case where terms are sampled uniformly from the Hamiltonian. Let the Hamiltonian be a sum
of L simulable Hamiltonians H`, H =
∑L
`=1H`. Throughout we consider an eigenstate |ψ〉 of H and its corresponding
eigenenergy E. From the original, we can construct a new Hamiltonian
Hest =
L
m
m∑
i=1
H`i (A1)
by uniformly sampling terms H`i from the original Hamiltonian.
When one randomly subsamples the Hamiltonian, errors are naturally introduced. The main question is less about
how large these errors are, but instead about how they impact the iterative phase estimation protocol. The following
lemma states that the impact on the likelihood functions can be made arbitrarily small.
Lemma 3. Let `i be an indexed family of sequences mapping {1, . . . ,m} → {1, . . . , L} formed by uniformly sampling
elements from {1, . . . , L} independently with replacement, and let {H` : ` = 1, . . . , L} be a corresponding family of
8Hamiltonians with H =
∑L
`=1H`. For |ψ〉 an eigenstate of H such that H |ψ〉 = E |ψ〉 and Hsamp = Lm
∑m
k=1H`i(k)
with corresponding eigenstate Hsamp |ψi〉 = Ei |ψi〉 we then have that the error in the likelihood function for phase
estimation vanishes with high probability over Hsamp in the limit of large m:
|P (o|Et;M, θ)− P (o|Eit;M, θ)| ∈ O
(
MtL√
m
√
V`(〈ψ|H` |ψ〉)
)
Proof. Because the terms H`i(k) are uniformly sampled, each set of terms {`i} is equally likely, and by linearity of
expectation E [Hsamp] = H, from which we know that E{i} [〈ψ|H −Hest |ψ〉] = 0.
The second moment is easy to compute from the independence property of the distribution:
V{i}(〈ψ|Hsamp |ψ〉) = L
2
m2
V{i}(〈ψ|
m∑
k=1
H`i(k) |ψ〉) =
L2
m2
m∑
k=1
V{i}(〈ψ|H`i(k) |ψ〉). (A2)
Since the different sequences `i are chosen uniformly at random, the result follows from the observation that
V{i}(〈ψ|H`i(k) |ψ〉) = V`(〈ψ|H` |ψ〉).
From first order perturbation theory, we have that the leading order shift in any eigenvalue is O(〈ψ| (H−Hsamp) |ψ〉)
to within error O(L/
√
m). Thus from Eq. (A2) the variance in this shift is
V{i}(〈ψ| (H −Hsamp) |ψ〉) = L
2
m
V`(〈ψ|H` |ψ〉). (A3)
This further implies that the (normalized) perturbed eigenstate |ψi〉 has eigenvalue
Hsamp |ψi〉 = E |ψi〉+O
(
L√
m
√
V`(〈ψ|H` |ψ〉)
)
(A4)
with high probability over i from Markov’s inequality. It then follows from Taylor’s theorem and Eq. (1) that
|P (o|Et;M, θ)− P (o|Eit;M, θ)| ∈ O
(
MtL√
m
√
V`(〈ψ|H` |ψ〉)
)
, (A5)
with high probability over i.
This result shows that if we sample the coefficients of the Hamiltonian that are to be included in the subsampled
Hamiltonian uniformly then we can make the error in the estimate of the Hamiltonian arbitrarily small. In this
context, taking m → ∞ does not cause the cost of simulation to diverge (as it would for many sampling problems).
This is because once every possible term is included in the Hamiltonian, there is no point in subsampling, and it is
more efficient to directly take H = Hsamp to eliminate the variance in the likelihood function that would arise from
subsampling. In general we need to take m ∈ Ω(V`(〈ψ|H` |ψ〉)/(MtL)2) in order to guarantee that the error in the
likelihood function is at most a constant. Thus this shows that as any iterative phase estimation algorithm proceeds,
that (barring the problem of accidentally exciting a state due to perturbation) we will be able to find a good estimate
of the eigenphase by taking m to scale inverse-quadratically with M .
Appendix B: Bayesian phase estimation using random Hamiltonians
Theorem 4. Let E be an event and let P (E|θ) and P ′(E|θ) for θ ∈ [−pi, pi) be two likelihood functions such that
maxθ(|P (E|θ) − P ′(E|θ)|) ≤ ∆, and further assume that for prior P (θ) we have that min(P (E), P ′(E)) ≥ 2∆. We
then have that ∣∣∣∣∫ θ(P (θ|E)− P ′(θ|E))dθ∣∣∣∣ ≤ 5pi∆P (E) .
Further, if P (E|θ) = ∏Nj=1 P (Ej |θ) with 1− |P ′(Ej |θ)/P (Ej |θ)| ≤ γ then∣∣∣∣∫ θ(P (θ|E)− P ′(θ|E))dθ∣∣∣∣ ≤ 5pi((1 + γ)N − 1).
9Proof. From the triangle inequality we have that
|P (E)− P ′(E)| =
∣∣∣∣∫ P (θ)(P (E|θ)− P ′(E|θ))dθ∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∆. (B1)
Thus it follows from the assumption that P ′(E) ≥ 2∆ that
|P (θ|E)− P ′(θ|E)| = P (θ)
∣∣∣∣P (E|θ)P (E) − P ′(E|θ)P ′(E)
∣∣∣∣
≤ P (θ)
(∣∣∣∣P (E|θ)P (E) − P ′(E|θ)P (E)
∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣P ′(E|θ)P (E) − P ′(E|θ)P ′(E)
∣∣∣∣)
≤ P (θ)
(
∆
P (E)
+
∣∣∣∣ P ′(E|θ)P ′(E)−∆ − P ′(E|θ)P ′(E)
∣∣∣∣)
≤ ∆
(
P (θ)
P (E)
+
2P ′(E|θ)
P ′2(E)
)
. (B2)
Thus we have that ∣∣∣∣∫ θ(P (θ|E)− P ′(θ|E))dθ∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∆( 〈θ〉priorP (E) + 2〈θ〉′posteriorP ′(E)
)
,
≤ pi∆
(
1
P (E)
+
2
P ′(E)
)
≤ pi∆
(
1
P (E)
+
2
P (E)−∆
)
≤ 5pi∆
P (E)
. (B3)
Now if we assume that we that we have a likelihood function that factorizes over N experiments, we can take
∆
P (E)
=
∏N
j=1 P (Ej |θ)−
∏N
j=1 P
′(Ej |θ)∏N
j=1 P (Ej |θ)
=
N∏
j=1
1−
N∏
j=1
P ′(Ej |θ)
P (Ej |θ) . (B4)
From the triangle inequality
N∏
j=1
1−
N∏
j=1
P ′(Ej |θ)
P (Ej |θ) ≤
∣∣∣∣∣∣
N−1∏
j=1
1−
N−1∏
j=1
P ′(Ej |θ)
P (Ej |θ)
∣∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣1− P ′(EN |θ)P (EN |θ)
∣∣∣∣ (1+γ)N ≤
∣∣∣∣∣∣
N−1∏
j=1
1−
N−1∏
j=1
P ′(Ej |θ)
P (Ej |θ)
∣∣∣∣∣∣+γ(1+γ)N . (B5)
Solving this recurrence relation gives
N∏
j=1
1−
N∏
j=1
P ′(Ej |θ)P (Ej |θ) ≤ (1 + γ)N − 1. (B6)
Thus the result follows.
Appendix C: Shift in the posterior mean from using random Hamiltonians
We will analyze the shift in the posterior mean of the estimated phase assuming a random shift δ(φ) in the joint
likelihood of all the experiments,
P ′(~o|φ; ~M, ~θ) = P (~o|φ; ~M, ~θ) + δ(φ). (C1)
Here, P (~o|φ; ~M, ~θ) is the joint likelihood of a series of N outcomes ~o given a true phase φ and the experimental
parameters ~M and ~θ for the original Hamiltonian. P ′(~o|φ; ~M, ~θ) is the joint likelihood with a new random Hamiltonian
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in each experiment. By a vector like ~M , we mean the repetitions for each experiment performed in the series; Mi is
the number of repetitions in the ith experiment.
First, we will work backward from the assumption that the joint likelihood is shifted by some amount δ(φ), to
determine an upper bound on the acceptable difference in ground state energies between the true and the random
Hamiltonians. We will do this by working backwards from the shift in the joint likelihood of all experiments, to the
shifts in the likelihoods of individual experiments, and finally to the corresponding tolerable differences between the
ground state energies. Second, we will use this result to determine the shift in the posterior mean in terms of the
differences in energies, as well as its standard deviation over the ensemble of randomly generated Hamiltonians.
1. Shifts in the joint likelihood
The random Hamiltonians for each experiment lead to a random shift in the joint likelihood of a series of outcomes
P ′(~o|φ; ~M, ~θ) = P (~o|φ; ~M, ~θ) + δ(φ). (C2)
We would like to determine the maximum possible change in the posterior mean under this shifted likelihood. We
will work under the assumption that the mean shift in the likelihood over the prior is at most |δ¯| ≤ P (~o)/2. The
posterior is
P ′(φ|~o; ~M, ~θ) = P
′(~o|φ; ~M, ~θ)P (φ)∫
P ′(~o|φ; ~M, ~θ)P (φ) dφ
=
P (~o|φ; ~M, ~θ)P (φ) + δ(φ)P (φ)∫
(P (~o|φ; ~M, ~θ)P (φ) + δ(φ)P (φ)) dφ
=
P (~o|φ; ~M, ~θ)P (θ) + δ(φ)P (φ)
P (~o) + δ¯
.
(C3)
We can make progress toward bounding the shift in the posterior by first bounding the shift in the joint likelihood in
terms of the shifts in the likelihoods of the individual experiments, as follows.
Lemma 5. Let P (oj |φ;Mj , θj) be the likelihood of outcome oj on the jth experiment for the Hamiltonian H, and
P ′(oj |φ;Mj , θj) = P (oj |φ;Mj , θj) + j(φ) be the likelihood with the randomly generated Hamiltonian Hj. Assume that
N maxj(|j(φ)|/P (oj |φ,Mj , θj)) < 1 and |j(φ)| ≤ P (oj |φ,Mj , θj)/2 for all experiments j. Then the mean shift in the
joint likelihood of all N experiments,
|δ¯| =
∣∣∣∣∫ P (φ)(P ′(~o|φ; ~M, ~θ)− P (~o|φ; ~M, ~θ)) dφ∣∣∣∣ ,
is at most |δ¯| ≤ 2∑Nj=1 maxφ |j(φ)|P (oj |φ;Mj ,θj)P (~o).
Proof. We can write the joint likelihood in terms of the shift j(φ) to the likelihoods of each of the N ex-
periments in the sequence, P ′(oj |φ;Mj , θj) = P (oj |φ;Mj , θj) + j(φ). The joint likelihood is P ′(~o|φ; ~M, ~θ) =∏N
j=1 (P (oj |φ;Mj , θj) + j(φ)), so
logP ′(~o|φ; ~M, ~θ) = log
 N∏
j=1
(P (oj |φ;Mj , θj) + j(φ))

=
N∑
j=1
[
logP (oj |φ,Mj , θj) + log
(
1 +
j(φ)
P (oj |φ,Mj , θj)
)]
= logP (~o|φ; ~M, ~θ) +
N∑
j=1
log
(
1 +
j(φ)
P (oj |φ,Mj , θj)
)
(C4)
This gives us the ratio of the shifted to the unshifted joint likelihood,
P ′(~o|φ; ~M, ~θ)
P (~o|φ; ~M, ~θ)
= exp
 N∑
j=1
log
(
1 +
j(φ)
P (oj |φ,Mj , θj)
) . (C5)
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We will linearize and simplify this using inequalities for the logarithm and exponential. By finding inequalities which
either upper or lower bound both these functions, we can upper bound |δ(φ)| in terms of the unshifted likelihoods
P (~o|φ; ~M, ~θ) and P (oj |φ;Mj , θj), and the shift in the single-experiment likelihood j(φ).
The inequalities we will use to sandwich the ratio are
1− |x| ≤ exp(x), for x ≤ 0
exp(x) ≤ 1 + 2|x|, for x < 1
− 2|x| ≤ log(1 + x), for |x| ≤ 1/2
log(1 + x) ≤ |x|, for x ∈ R
(C6)
In order for all four inequalities to hold, we must have that N maxj(|j(φ)|/P (oj |φ,Mj , θj)) < 1 (for the exponential
inequalities) and |j(φ)| ≤ P (oj |φ,Mj , θj)/2 for all j (for the logarithm inequalities). Using them to upper bound the
ratio of the shifted to the unshifted likelihood,
P ′(~o|φ; ~M, ~θ)
P (~o|φ; ~M, ~θ)
=
P (~o|φ; ~M, ~θ) + δ(φ)
P (~o|φ; ~M, ~θ)
≤ exp
 N∑
j=1
|j(φ)|
P (oj |φ,Mj , θj)
 ≤ 1 + 2 N∑
j=1
|j(φ)|
P (oj |φ,Mj , θj) ;
δ(φ) ≤2P (~o|φ; ~M, ~θ)
N∑
j=1
|j(φ)|
P (oj |φ,Mj , θj) .
(C7)
On the other hand, using them to lower bound the ratio,
P ′(~o|φ; ~M, ~θ)
P (~o|φ; ~M, ~θ)
=
P (~o|φ; ~M, ~θ) + δ(φ)
P (~o|φ; ~M, ~θ)
≥ exp
−2 N∑
j=1
|j(φ)|
P (oj |φ;Mj , θj)
 ≥ 1− 2 N∑
j=1
|j(φ)|
P (oj |φ;Mj , θj) ;
δ(φ) ≥− 2P (~o|φ; ~M, ~θ)
N∑
j=1
|j(φ)|
P (oj |φ;Mj , θj) .
(C8)
The upper and lower bounds are identical up to sign. This allows us to combine them directly, so we have
|δ(φ)| ≤ 2P (~o|φ; ~M, ~θ)
N∑
j=1
|j(φ)|
P (oj |φ;Mj , θj) . (C9)
From this, we find our upper bound on the mean shift over the posterior, |δ¯|, since by the triangle inequality
|δ¯| =
∣∣∣∣∫ δ(φ)P (φ) dφ∣∣∣∣ ≤2 N∑
j=1
∫ ( |j(φ)|
P (oj |φ;Mj , θj)P (~o|φ;
~M, ~θ)P (φ)
)
dφ
≤2
N∑
j=1
max
φ
|j(φ)|
P (oj |φ;Mj , θj)P (~o).
(C10)
So we have a bound on the shift in the joint likelihood in terms of the shifts in the likelihoods of individual
experiments. These results allow us to bound the shift in the posterior mean in terms of the shifts in the likelihoods
of the individual experiments j(φ).
2. Shift in the posterior mean
We make use of the assumption that |δ¯| ≤ P (~o)/2 to bound the shift in the posterior mean.
Lemma 6. Assuming in addition to the assumptions of Lemma 5 that |δ¯| ≤ P (~o)/2, the difference between the the
posterior mean that one would see with the ideal likelihood function and the perturbed likelihood function is at most
|φ¯− φ¯′| ≤ 8 max
φ
 N∑
j=1
|j(φ)|
P (oj |φ,Mj , θj)
 |φ|post.
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Proof. We approach the problem of bounding the difference between the posterior means by bounding the point-wise
difference between the shifted posterior and the posterior with the original Hamiltonian,
|P (φ|~o; ~M, ~θ)− P ′(φ|~o; ~M, ~θ)| =
∣∣∣∣∣P (~o|φ; ~M, ~θ)P (φ)P (~o) − P (~o|φ; ~M, ~θ)P (φ) + δ(φ)P (φ)P (~o) + δ¯
∣∣∣∣∣ . (C11)
As a first step, we place an upper bound on the denominator of the shifted posterior, (P (~o) + δ¯)−1:
1
P (~o) + δ¯
=
1
P (~o)
∞∑
k=0
( −δ¯
P (~o)
)k
=
1
P (~o)
− δ¯
P (~o)2
+
δ¯2
P (~o)3
∞∑
k=0
( −δ¯
P (~o)
)k
≤ 1
P (~o)
+
2|δ¯|
P (~o)2
=
1 + 2|δ¯|/P (~o)
P (~o)
,
(C12)
where in the two inequalities we used the assumption that |δ¯| ≤ P (~o)/2. Using this, the point-wise difference between
the posteriors is at most∣∣∣∣∣P (~o|φ; ~M, ~θ)P (φ)P (~o) − P (~o|φ; ~M, ~θ)P (φ) + δ(θ)P (θ)P (~o) + δ¯
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
∣∣∣∣∣P (~o|φ; ~M, ~θ)P (φ)P (~o) − P (~o|φ; ~M, ~θ)P (φ)P (~o) + δ¯
∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣δ(φ)P (φ)P (~o) + δ¯
∣∣∣∣
≤2|δ¯|P (~o|φ;
~M, ~θ)P (φ)
P (~o)2
+
|δ(φ)|P (φ)
P (~o)
(
1 +
2|δ¯|
P (~o)
)
≤2|δ¯|P (~o|φ;
~M, ~θ)P (φ)
P (~o)2
+
2|δ(φ)|P (φ)
P (~o)
,
(C13)
again using |δ¯| ≤ P (~o)/2. With this we can bound the change in the posterior mean,
|φ¯− φ¯′| ≤
∫
|φ||P (φ|~o; ~M, ~θ)− P ′(φ|~o; ~M, ~θ)| dφ
≤ 2
P (~o)
∫
|φ|
(
|δ¯|P (~o|φ; ~M, ~θ)P (φ)
P (~o)
+ |δ(φ)|P (φ)
)
dφ
≤ 2
P (~o)
∫
|φ||δ(φ)|P (φ) dφ+ 2|δ¯|
P (~o)
∫
|φ|
(
P (~o|φ; ~M, ~θ)P (φ)
P (~o)
)
dφ
≤ 2
P (~o)
(∫
|φ||δ(φ)|P (φ) dφ+ |φ|post|δ¯|
)
(C14)
Now, our bounds from Lemma 5 allow us to bound the shift on the posterior mean in terms of the shifts in the
likelihoods of individual experiments, j(φ),
|φ¯− φ¯′| ≤ 2
P (~o)
(∫
|φ||δ(φ)|P (φ) dφ+ |φ|post|δ¯|
)
≤ 2
P (~o)
2 max
φ
N∑
j=1
|j(φ)|
P (oj |φ,Mj , θj)P (~o)
∫
|φ|
(
P (~o|φ; ~M, ~θ)P (φ)
P (~o)
)
dφ+ |φ|post|δ¯|
 , (C15)
where in the last step we multiplied and divided by P (~o). This is
|φ¯− φ¯′| ≤ 2
P (~o)
2 max
φ
 N∑
j=1
|j(φ)|
P (oj |φ,Mj , θj)
P (~o)|φ|post + |φ|post|δ¯|

≤8 max
φ
 N∑
j=1
|j(φ)|
P (oj |φ,Mj , θj)
 |φ|post.
(C16)
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3. Acceptable shifts in the phase
The final question we are interested in is what the bound on the shift in the posterior mean is in terms of shifts in
the phase.
Theorem 7. If the assumptions of Lemma 6 hold, for all j and x ∈ [−pi, pi) P (oj |θ;x, θj) = 1+(−1)
oj cos(Mj(θj−x))
2 ,
for each of the N experiments we have that the eigenphases {φ′j : j = 1, . . . N} used in phase estimation and the
eigenphase of the true Hamiltonian φ obey |φ−φ′j | ≤ |∆φ|, and additionally P (oj |φ,Mj , θj) ∈ Θ(1) then we have that
the shift in the posterior mean of the eigenphase that arises from inaccuracies in the eigenvalues in the intervening
Hamiltonians obeys
|φ¯− φ¯′| ≤ 8pimax
φ
 N∑
j=1
Mj
P (oj |φ;Mj , θj)
 |∆φ|.
Furthermore, if
∑
jMj ∈ O(1/φ) and P (oj |φ;Mj , θj) ∈ Θ(1) for all j, then
|φ− φ¯′| ∈ O
( |∆φ|
φ
)
.
Proof. We can express the shift in the posterior mean in terms of the shift in the phase applied to the ground state,
∆φ, by bounding j(φ) in terms of it. Recall that the likelihood with the random Hamiltonian is
P ′(oj |φ;Mj , θj) = P (oj |φ;Mj , θj) + j(φ), (C17)
where the unshifted likelihood for the jth experiment is P (oj |φ;Mj , θj) = 12 (1 + (−1)oj cos(Mj(φ− θj)). Thus,
|j(φ)| =1
2
|cos(Mj(φ+ ∆φ− θj)− cos(Mj(φ− θj)| ≤Mj |∆φ|, (C18)
using the upper bound on the derivative sin(x) ≤ |x|. In sum, we have that the error in the posterior mean is at most
|φ¯− φ¯′| ≤ 8 max
φ
 N∑
j=1
Mj
P (oj |φ,Mj , θj)
 |φ|post|∆φ|. (C19)
The result then follows from the fact that the absolute value of the posterior mean is at most pi if the branch [−pi, pi)
is chosen.
Appendix D: Shift in the eigenphase with a new random Hamiltonian in each repetition
We can reduce the variance in the applied phase by generating a different Hamiltonian in each repetition. However,
this comes at a cost: we can view this cost either as leading to a failure probability in the evolution, or more generally
to an additional phase shift.
The reason this reduces the variance is that the phase across repetitions is uncorrelated. Instead of just having a
single Hamiltonian in the variance, the variance is over the indices of dMje different Hamiltonians. Because of this,
the variance only scales as MV[φest] instead of M2V[φest] as it usually would (from the underlying variance in φest).
The cost is that, by reducing the variance in the phase in this way, we introduce an additional shift in the phase.
Were we not to resample across multiple steps, we would have the same ground state through the entire process with
the same wrong Hamiltonian. Instead, resampling means we only approximately have the same ground state, at the
cost of the variance being lower by a factor Mj . Since the additional shift is also linear in dMje, this can lead to an
improvement. It generally requires that the gap be small, and that λj ∝ ‖Hj −Hj−1‖ be small.
We then have a tradeoff between having the variance scale as M2j V[φest], or MjV[φest] with this new shift which
scales linearly with Mj . We work to better understand this tradeoff in the following sections.
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1. Failure probability of the algorithm
For phase estimation, we can reduce the variance of the estimate in the phase by randomizing within the repetitions
for each experiment. Let us say the jth experiment has Mj repetitions.
Within each repetition, we randomly generate a new Hamiltonian Hk. Each Hamiltonian Hk has a slightly different
ground state and energy. The reason this resampling reduces the variance in the estimated phase is that the phases
between repetitions are uncorrelated: whereas for the single-Hamiltonian case, the variance in the phase exp(−iMφest)
is V[Mφest] = M2V[φest], when we simulate a different random Hamiltonian in each repetition (and estimate the sum
of the phases, as exp(−i∑Mk=1 φk,est)), the variance is V[∑Mk=1 φk,est] = ∑Mk=1V[φk,est] = MV[φest].
By evolving under a different random instantiation of the Hamiltonian in each repetition, the variance in the phase
is quadratically reduced; the only cost is that the algorithm now has either a failure probability (of leaving the ground
state from repetition to repetition, i.e. in the transition from the ground state of Hk−1 to the ground state of Hk) or
an additional phase shift compared to the true sum of the ground state energies. The first case is simpler to analyze:
we show in Lemma 8, provided that the gap is sufficiently small, that the failure probability can be made arbitrarily
small. We do this by viewing the success probability of the algorithm as the probability of remaining in the ground
state throughout the sequence of dMje random Hamiltonians. In the second case, we prove in Lemma 9 a bound on
the difference between eigenvalues if the state only leaves the ground space for short intervals during the evolution.
Lemma 8. Consider a sequence of Hamiltonians {Hk}Mk=1, M > 1. Let γ be the minimum gap between the ground
and first excited energies of any of the Hamiltonians, γ = mink(E
k
1 −Ek0 ). Similarly, let λ = maxk ‖Hk−Hk−1‖ be the
maximum difference between any two in the sequence. The probability of leaving the ground state when transferring
from H1 to H2 through to HM in order is at most 0 <  < 1 provided that
λ
γ
<
√
1− exp
(
log(1− )
M − 1
)
.
Proof. Let |ψki 〉 be the ith eigenstate of the Hamiltonian Hk and let Eki be the corresponding energy. Given that the
algorithm begins in the ground state of H1 (the state |ψ10〉), the probability of remaining in the ground state through
all M steps is ∣∣〈ψM0 |ψM−10 〉 · · · 〈ψ20 |ψ10〉∣∣2 . (D1)
This is the probability of the algorithm staying in the ground state in every segment. We can simplify this expression
by finding a bound for | |ψk0 〉 − |ψk−10 〉 |2. Let λkVk = Hk −Hk−1, where we choose λk such that ‖Vk‖ = 1 to simplify
our proof. Treating λkVk as a perturbation on Hk−1, the components of the shift in the ground state of Hk−1 are
bounded by the derivative ∣∣∣∣ ∂∂λ 〈ψk−10 |ψk` 〉
∣∣∣∣ = | 〈ψk−1` |Vk |ψk−10 〉 |Ek−1` − Ek−10 (D2)
multiplied by λ = max |λk|, where the maximization is over both k as well as perturbations for a given k. Using this,
|〈ψk` |ψk−10 〉|2 ≤λ2
| 〈ψk−1` |Vk |ψk−10 〉 |2
(Ek−1` − Ek−10 )2
≤λ2 | 〈ψ
k−1
` |Vk |ψk−10 〉 |2
γ2
.
(D3)
This allows us to write |ψk+10 〉 = (1+δ0) |ψk0 〉+
∑
` 6=0 δ` |ψk` 〉, where |δ`| ≤ λmaxk |〈ψ
k
` |Vk|ψk0 〉|
Ek0−Ek`
. Letting Vk |ψk0 〉 = κk |φk〉,
where we again choose κk such that |φk〉 is normalized,∣∣|ψk0 〉 − |ψk−10 〉∣∣2 =δ20 +∑
`>0
δ2` ≤ δ20 +
λ2
γ2
∑
`
| 〈ψk−1` |Vk |ψk−10 〉 |2
=δ20 +
λ2
γ2
κ2k
∑
`
∣∣〈ψk` |φk〉∣∣2
=δ20 +
λ2
γ2
κ2k.
(D4)
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We can solve for δ20 in terms of
∑
`>0 δ
2
` , since (1 + δ0)
2 +
∑
`>0 δ
2
` = 1. Since
√
1− x ≥ 1− x for x ∈ [0, 1],
δ20 =
1−√1−∑
`>0
δ2`
2
≤
(∑
`>0
δ2`
)2
≤
∑
`>0
δ2`
(D5)
since
∑
`>0 δ
2
` ≤ 1. Finally, returning to
∣∣|ψk0 〉 − |ψk−10 〉∣∣2, since κk ≤ 1 (this is true because ‖Vk‖ = 1), the difference
between the ground states of the two Hamiltonians is at most
∣∣|ψk0 〉 − |ψk−10 〉∣∣2 ≤ 2λ2γ2 (D6)
This means that the overlap probability between the ground states of any two adjacent Hamiltonians is |〈ψk+10 |ψk0 〉|2 ≥
1− λ2γ2 . Across M segments (M − 1 transitions), the success probability is at least
(
1− λ2γ2
)M−1
. If we wish for the
failure probability to be at most some fixed 0 <  < 1, we must have(
1− λ
2
γ2
)M−1
> 1− 
λ
γ
<
√
1− exp
(
log(1− )
M − 1
)
.
(D7)
If we can only prepare the ground state |ψ0〉 of the original Hamiltonian, the success probability has an additional
factor |〈ψ10 |ψ0〉|2. In this case, we can apply Lemma 8 with ‖H −H1‖ included in the maximization for λ. Further,
since γ = mink(E
k
1 −Ek0 ) ≤ E1 −E0 − 2λ| 〈ψ0|Hk −H |ψ0〉 | ≤ E1 −E0 − 2λ, where E1 −E0 is the gap between the
ground and first excited states of H, we need
λ
E1 − E0 − 2λ <
√
1− exp
(
log(1− )
M
)
. (D8)
Provided that this occurs, we stay in the ground state of each Hamiltonian throughout the simulation with probability
1− . In this case, the total accumulated phase is
〈ψdMje0 | e−iHdMje∆t |ψdMje−10 〉 · · · 〈ψ20 | e−iH2∆t |ψ10〉 〈ψ10 | e−iH1∆t |ψ0〉
〈ψdMje0 |ψdMje−10 〉 · · · 〈ψ20 |ψ10〉〈ψ10 |ψ0〉
= exp
−i dMje∑
k=1
E0k∆t
 , (D9)
where ∆t = Mjt/dMje.
2. Phase shifts due to Hamiltonian errors
We can generalize the analysis of the difference in the phase by determining the difference between the desired
(adiabatic) unitary and the true one. Evolving under M random Hamiltonians in sequence, the unitary applied for
each new Hamiltonian Hk is
Uk = exp(−iHk∆t) =
∑
`
|ψk` 〉 〈ψk` | e−iE
k
` ∆t, (D10)
while the adiabatic unitary we would ideally apply (the unitary, assuming we remain in the same eigenstate) is
Uk,ad =
∑
`
|ψk+1` 〉 〈ψk` | e−iE
k
` ∆t. (D11)
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The difference between the two is that true time evolution Uk under Hk applies phases to the eigenstates of Hk,
while the adiabatic unitary Uk,ad applies the eigenphase, and then maps each eigenstate of Hk to the corresponding
eigenstate of Hk+1. This means that if the system begins in the ground state of H1, the phase which will be applied
to it by the sequence UdMje,adUdMje−1,ad · · ·U2,adU1,ad is proportional to the sum of the ground state energies of each
Hamiltonian in that sequence. By comparison, UdMjeUdMje−1 · · ·U2U1 will include contributions from many different
eigenstates of the different Hamiltonians Hk.
We can bound the difference between the unitaries Uk and Uk,ad as follows.
Lemma 9. Let P k0 be the projector onto the ground state of Hk, |ψk0 〉, and let the assumptions of Lemma 8 hold.
The difference between the eigenvalues of UkP
k
0 = exp(−iHk∆t)P k0 =
∑
` |ψk` 〉 〈ψk` | e−iE
k
` ∆tP k0 and Uk,adP
k
0 =
|ψk+10 〉 〈ψk0 | e−iE
k
` ∆tP k0 , where ∆t is the simulation time, is at most
‖(Uk − Uk,ad)P k0 ‖ ≤
2λ2
(γ − 2λ)2 .
Proof. First, we expand the true unitary using the resolution of the identity
∑
p |ψk+1p 〉 〈ψk+1p |, the eigenstates of the
next Hamiltonian, Hk+1:
Uk =
∑
p,`
|ψk+1p 〉 〈ψk+1p |ψk` 〉 〈ψk` | e−iE
k
` ∆t. (D12)
Let ∆p` = 〈ψk+1p |ψk` 〉 for p 6= ` and 1 + ∆pp = 〈ψk+1p |ψkp〉 when p = `. In a sense we are writing the new eigenstate
|ψk+1p 〉 as a slight shift from the state |ψk` 〉: this is the reason that we choose 〈ψk+1p |ψkp〉 = 1 + ∆pp. Using this
definition, we can continue to simplify Uk, as
Uk =
∑
p
(1 + ∆pp) |ψk+1p 〉 〈ψkp | e−iE
k
p∆t +
∑
p 6=`
∆p` |ψk+1p 〉 〈ψk` | e−iE
k
` ∆t. (D13)
We are now well-positioned to bound ‖(Uk−Uk,ad)P k0 ‖. Noting that Uk,ad exactly equals the 1 in the first sum in Uk,
‖(Uk − Uk,ad)P k0 ‖ =
∥∥∥∥∥∑
p
∆p` |ψk+1p 〉 〈ψk` | e−iE
k
` ∆t |ψk0 〉 〈ψk0 |
∥∥∥∥∥
= max
|ψ〉
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
p`
∆p` |ψk+1p 〉 〈ψk` | e−iE
k
` ∆t |ψk0 〉 〈ψk0 |ψ〉
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
∣∣∣∣∣∑
p
∆p0e
−iEk0∆t
∣∣∣∣∣
2
≤
∑
p
|∆p0|2.
(D14)
The final step in bounding ‖Uk − Uk,ad‖ is to bound |∆p`| = 〈ψk+1p |ψk` 〉, similarly to how we bounded δp`. For
p 6= `, ∆p` is given by
|∆p`|2 = |〈ψk+1p |ψk` 〉|2 ≤λ2
| 〈ψkp |Vk |ψk` 〉 |2
(Ekp − Ek` )2
. (D15)
So, as with our bounds on |δ0|2 and
∑
`>0 |δ`|2 in Lemma 8, ‖(Uk − Uk,ad)P k0 ‖ is upper bounded by∑
p
|∆p0|2 =
∑
p
|〈ψk+1p |ψk0 〉|2 ≤
∑
p
λ2
| 〈ψkp |Vk |ψk0 〉 |2
(Ekp − Ek0 )2
≤ 2λ
2
(γ − 2λ)2 , (D16)
which completes the proof.
We are now able to prove our main theorem, Theorem 1, which immediately follows from the prior results.
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Proof of Theorem 1. Lemma 9 gives the difference between eigenvalues of UkP
k
0 and Uk,adP
k
0 . Across the entire
sequence, we have
∥∥UMPM0 · · ·UkP k0 · · ·U1P 10 − UM,adPM0 · · ·Uk,adP k0 · · ·U1,adP 10 ∥∥ ≤ 2Mλ2(γ − 2λ)2 . (D17)
This is the maximum possible difference between the accumulated phases for the ideal and actual sequences, assuming
the system leaves the ground state for at most one repetition at a time.
The probability of leaving the ground state as part of a Landau-Zener process instigated by the measurement at
adjacent values of the Hamiltonians is, under the assumptions of Lemma 8, that the failure probability occuring at
each projection is  if
λ
γ
<
√
1− exp
(
log(1− )
M − 1
)
, (D18)
thus the result follows trivially from these two results.
Appendix E: Importance sampling
Here we prove our main lemma regarding importance sampling.
Proof of Lemma 2. The proof is a straightforward exercise in the triangle inequality once one uses the fact that
|δj | ≤ |F (j)|/2 and the fact that 1/(1− |x|) ≤ 1 + 2|x| for all x ∈ [−1/2, 1/2].
First note that because importance sampling introduces no bias, Ef (F ) = E(F ), and
Vf (F ) = E
((
F
Nf
)2)
− E(F )2 =
∑
j
f(j)
(
F (j)
Nf(j)
)2
− E(F )2. (E1)
Next recall that f = |F˜ |/∑k |F˜ (k)| with |F˜ (j)| = |F (j)|+ δj . From this we find that
Vf (F ) =
1
N2
(∑
k
|F (k)|+ δk
)∑
j
F 2(j)
|F (j)|+ δj
− (E(F ))2
≤ 1
N2
(∑
k
|F (k)|+ δk
)∑
j
F 2(j)
|F (j)| − |δj |
− (E(F ))2
≤ 1
N2
(∑
k
|F (k)|+ |δk|
)∑
j
|F (j)|+ 2|δj |
− (E(F ))2
=
1
N2
(∑
k
|δk|
)∑
j
|F (j)|+ 2|δj |
+ 1
N2
(∑
k
|F (k)|
)2∑
j
|δj |
+ (E(|F |))2 − (E(F ))2
≤ 4
N2
(∑
k
|δk|
)∑
j
|F (j)|
+ Vfopt(F ). (E2)
This bound is tight in the sense that as maxk |δk| → 0 the upper bound on the variance converges to (E(|F |))2 −
(E(F ))2, which is the optimal attainable variance.
